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NEWBOOKS 
E. KLEIN, Mathematical methods in theoretical economics, Topological 
and Vector Space Foundations of Equilibrium, Analysis (Academic Press, 
New York, 1973) 388 pp. 
Part 1. Se% and set operation. Products of sets, metric spaces and xe- 
lations. Preordered and ordered sets. Properties of sets of points. Point- 
to-point mappings. Point-to-set mappings. Fixed points. Algebraic struc- 
tures. General equilibrium for economics with a finite number of ag&ts 
and commlodities. 
Part 2. Vector spaces and subspaces. Vector-space homomorphisms. 
Matrices. Rank, equivalence, and similarity. Determinants and matrix 
inversion. ILinear equations ystems. Characteristic vectors, diagonaliza- 
iio 2, and triangularization. Real quadratic forms. Linear inequalities, 
hyperplanes, and convex cones. Nonnnegative square matrices. Mulfi- 
sectoral balanced growth. 
M. NEWMAN, Integrai matrices (Academic Press, New York, 1972) 
224 py, $14.00. 
Background material on rings. Equivalence. §imilarity. Conpence. 
Combined similarity and congruence. The geometry of numbers. Groups 
of matrices. The classical modular group and related groups. Finite ma- 
trix groups. Circulants. Quadratic: forms 
D.R. PLANE and C. McMILLAN Jr., Discrete optimization (Prentice- 
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 197 1) 25 1 pp. 
Management science and mathematicfsl progra:mming. Problem formu- 
lation for zero-one programming. Solving zero-problems via implicit 
enumeration. Integer linear programmin,~ 3, Special applications of infeger 
programming. Network optimization. An integer programming case study. 
B. ROY, Algkbre moderne et the’orie des graphes Orient&s vers les f ci- 
ences Economiques et Sociales, contribution de M. HORPS (Dunod: 
Paris, 1969) Premier Tome-495 pp., Delrxieme Tome-755’ pp. 
Tome 1 e Notions et resu!ta ts fondamentaux. Ensembles et soul+ 
ensembles. Applications et operations. Relations binaires et graphes. 
Transitjvite et connexite’. Graphes particuliers. 
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Tom~t; 2. Appkatilons et problkmes specifi@ve!;, Sous-ensembles de
sommets remarquables dl’un graphe. Arrangements remarquables d’arcs 
ou d’ar&ed d’un graphe. Problemes d’ordonn;in@ement t ensembles de 
potenti& sur un graphe. Problemes de cir&ation et flots sur un graphe. 
Proddmts d’exploitation P.S.E.P. et desc.eigtion segment& 
B.W. RUST dnd W.R. BURRUS, Mathematical programmin,g and the 
nume&d sdution oflinear equations (American Elsevier, New York, 
1 Y72) 21.8 pp. 
I1 1 -conditioned linear systems. Liiear estimation. A though experi- 
ment. Constrained li.nelar estimation. Mathematical programming. Appli- 
cations and g,eneralizatisns of the constrainetd estilmation. 
SK. ZPaREr!dB.Q, ed., Appkations of number theory to numerical anal- 
ysis, AppdicMons de la theorie des nombnrs ti I’analyse numerique (Aca- 
demic Press, New Yo;.rk) $89 pp., $16.00. 
Contributors: A. Eerman, W.A. Beyer, G.H. Bradley, U. Dieter, S. 
Haber, J.H. Halton, P.L. Hammer, E. Hlawka, D. Maisonneuve, G. Mar- 
saglia, D.‘W. Matula, R. Muck, H. Niederreitzr. 
D. ZISSOS, Logic design’ a&writhna (Oxford Univ. Press, Don Mills, Ont., 
1972) 458 pp.., $26..35. 
Boolean algebra. Cam binatorial switchmg circuits. Design of h!azard- 
free combinatorial circuzts. Primitive sequential circuits. Nor sequential 
circuits. Nand sequentiti circuits. Relay sequential circuits. Synehron- 
ous sequential circuits. Digital design and r:(lamting tecirniq:,lea. 
New joumul 
GEOMETRIAE DEDICATA 
Editorial Board: H. Frzudenthal, Chairma:ll, L. Auslander, F. Bachmann, 
A. Barlotti, H.S.M. Coxeter, B. Griinbaum, G. Hajos, V. Navel, D.G. Hig- 
man, DR. Hughes, W. Klingenberg, H. Ltineburg, A.V. Pogorelov, G.C. 
Shephard, K. Stzdmbach, J. Tits, J.A. Wolf, K. Yano. 
Publ: D. Reidel Plblislsing Company, D1zr&echt-Holland. 
Contents of Volume 1, Number 1, November 1972 (I 42 pages) R. 
TOLIMIFRI, Homogeneous space with finiltel invariant measure. 0. 
PROHASKA, Endliche ableitbare affine Ebenen. H. SA.LZM!ANN, 4di- 
New books 2% 
mensional projective planes of Lenz typr! III. S. BREITSPR.ECHER, Zur 
topologischen Struktuf zweidimensionaler p ojektiver Ebenen. AX 
POGORELOV, On the improper convex affine hyperspheres. A HER- 
ZER, Uber die Gruppe der Projetivitgten einer Geraden ;tirf sich in r:ini- 
gen endlichen Faskkorperebenen. H. GROH, Flat Moebius planes. P. 
KLOPSCH, Invariante, von Spiegelungen erzeugte Untergruppen ortho- 
gonaler Gruppen. D. BARNETTE, The sum of the solid angles of a d- 
polytope. MI. GANLEY, Polarities in translation planes. T.R.S WALSH, 
Characterizing the vertex neighbou.rhooJs of semi-regular polyhedra, C. 
POLLEY, Zweidimensionale topologizcbe Geometrien, in denen lokal 
die dreifache Ausartung des desarguesschen Satzes gilt. 
